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Handcrafting genuine Australian made, 

commercial soft seating for over 30 years.

Consistently refining and improving our craftsmanship 

to bring the highest quality commercial furniture 

to thousands of offices Australia wide.



levata

sienna

ottomans

cambroso

nardo novellara

Gregory Commercial Furniture’s experience and expertise in frame manufacturing and 

upholstery techniques, enable us to design and build a wide range of lounges, tub chairs, 

ottomans, acoustic booths and custom products such as banquette seating.

Our in house facilities enable us to not only design, but also prototype, test and manufacture 

quality and innovative solutions that meet your precise soft seating requirements.

experience
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Gregory Commercial Furniture is committed to a greener Australia 

and a more sustainable future for all. Just how committed?

We place sustainability at the centre of all our manufacturing, 

sourcing materials responsibly and aiming to maximise 

the use of recycled timbers in our furniture. 

We use recycled desktops from previous workstation fitouts and also 

other sustainably sourced timbers in the production of our frames 

wherever suitable, without compromising quality. Making us one 

of the greenest furniture manufacturing companies in Australia.

sustainability
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All Pictures shown are for illustration purpose only. Actual product may vary due to product enhancement.



cambroso
Cambroso is a contemporary lounge which features a modern and timeless design. 

Immediately softening the office environment while adding a touch of sophistication.

Handcrafted in Australia, Cambroso can be upholstered in commercial quality fabrics 

of your choice, bringing a sense of luxury and comfort to suit your office space.

This Cambroso lounge features matt black legs as standard and is available in single, two and 

three and four seat models, along with a complementing quiet booth adding to its versatility.

single two threetwo and a half quietUpholstery options Leg options
Any colour fabric 
or leather

Metal - matt black 
Timber - light or dark 

*

*Pictured with special order legsAll Pictures shown are for illustration purpose only. Actual product may vary due to product enhancement.

*
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All Pictures shown are for illustration purpose only. Actual product may vary due to product enhancement.



sienna
Especially made for commercial applications the Sienna is a classic that incorporates the values of 

style, support and structural integrity which are expected from hard working seating in public areas.  

Blending a classic design with elegant proportions in a range of models, means 

you can create a versatile space to suit your exact requirements.

Hand made in Australia, Sienna can be upholstered in your fabric or leather of choice 

giving you complete creative freedom to turn your office vision into reality.

single two threetwo and a halfUpholstery options Leg options
Any colour fabric 
or leather

Metal - matt black 
Timber - light or dark 
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All Pictures shown are for illustration purpose only. Actual product may vary due to product enhancement.



nardo - coming soon
Nardo soars to new heights with its funky aerofoil inspired design and curvaceous 

lines. This generously proportioned lounge range is ideal for those looking 

to add retro charm and inspire creativity within their office space.

The organic lines of the arms draw your eyes to the extremities 

making the lounge appear extra large in breakout areas.

Available in multiple configurations this unique lounge range will transform your office.

single two threetwo and a half quietUpholstery options Leg options
Any colour fabric 
or leather

Metal - brushed
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All Pictures shown are for illustration purpose only. Actual product may vary due to product enhancement.



novellara
Novellara is a timeless and versatile lounge range with classic design 

features and proportions. The compact nature of the tub and plush materials 

used provides a cozy and welcoming feeling to the user.

Handmade in Australia, every detail has been carefully planned and executed 

so you can enjoy the best workmanship available for many years.

Novellara is available in single, two and three seat models along with 

complementing quiet lounge adding to its versatility.

single two three quiettwo and a halfUpholstery options Leg options
Any colour fabric 
or leather

Metal - matt black 
Timber - light or dark 
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All Pictures shown are for illustration purpose only. Actual product may vary due to product enhancement.



levata
The Levata is best described as a little retro and a lot funky.  If you desire a minimalist 

setting modular system, Levata is perfect. Combining a generous seat and back 

cushion on stiletto legs creates very versatile and functional modular setting. 

Available in both concave and convex configurations you can configure this to 

create a funky breakout area or snake the modular seating through your office.

Every piece of Levata has been handcrafted in Australia from locally 

sourced materials so you can enjoy the best commercially made 

lounge Australia has to offer for many years to come.

Also available with an extra high back acoustic design complementing 

the minimalist lines and adding privacy to open plan office areas.

single quiet

780mm

R2000

780mm

500mm

22.25˚

4000mmUpholstery options Leg options
Any colour fabric 
or leather

Metal - matt black 
Timber - light or dark 
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ottomans
Create a time-out area or have fun in your reception space with the versatile ottoman 

range.  There are complementing ottomans for almost every lounge in our range 

or you can be creative and specify your own design, tailored to fit your space.

All Gregory ottomans are Australian made and manufactured to 

withstand the demands of high use commercial environments.

sq small sq large rd small rd largeUpholstery options
Any colour fabric 
or leather
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specifications

W 820  |  D 710  |  H 720

SW 540  |  SD  540  |  SH 450

W 1340  |  D 710  |  H 720

SW 1060  |  SD  540  |  SH 450

W 1600  |  D 710  |  H 720

SW 1320  |  SD  540  |  SH 450

W 1900  |  D 710  |  H 720

SW 1620  |  SD  540  |  SH 450

W 820  |  D 710  |  H 1660

SW 540  |  SD  540  |  SH 450

cambroso

sienna

nardo

novellara

levata

ottomans

DIA  500  |  H 450W 500  |  D 500  |  H 450 W 1000  |  D 1000  |  H 450 DIA  1000  |  H 450

H 820  |  SD  460  |  SH 460 H 1660  |  SD  460  |  SH 460

W 820  |  D 710  |  H 720

SW 540  |  SD  540  |  SH 450

W 1340  |  D 710  |  H 720

SW 1060  |  SD  540  |  SH 450

W 1775  |  D 710  |  H 720

SW 1575  |  SD  540  |  SH 450

W 1900  |  D 710  |  H 720

SW 1620  |  SD  540  |  SH 450

W 820  |  D 710  |  H 1660

SW 540  |  SD  540  |  SH 450

W 820  |  D 710  |  H 720

SW 540  |  SD  540  |  SH 450
W 1340  |  D 710  |  H 720

SW 1060  |  SD  540  |  SH 450

W 1775  |  D 710  |  H 720

SW 1575  |  SD  540  |  SH 450

W 1900  |  D 710  |  H 720

SW 1620  |  SD  540  |  SH 450

W 820  |  D 710  |  H 1600

SW 540  |  SD  540  |  SH 450

W 820  |  D 815  |  H 750

SW 570  |  SD  530  |  SH 440

W 1400  |  D 815  |  H 750

SW 1150  |  SD  530  |  SH 440

W 1820  |  D 815  |  H 750

SW 1575  |  SD  530  |  SH 440

W 2010  |  D 815  |  H 750

SW 1760  |  SD  530  |  SH 440
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As we are Australia’s premier commercial soft 
seating manufacturer, we offer a 10 Year structural 
warranty on all our frames and springs. 

Because we make our lounges so well, we can even 
offer to refurbish your lounges for your next project.
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Gregory Commercial Furniture Pty Limited 
ABN: 77 120 112 969

15 Queen St, 
Melbourne, VIC 3000 

Unit 4, 2 Southridge Street 
Eastern Creek, NSW 2766

1300 003 339

sales@gregorychairs.com.au

www.gregorychairs.com.au
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